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Abstract— In this contribution the performance of wideband
code-division multiple-access (W-CDMA) systems using space-
time spreading (STS) based transmit diversity is investigated,
when frequency-selective Nakagami-m fading channels, multiuser
interference and background noise are considered. The analysis
and numerical results suggest that signiﬁcant diversity gain can
be achieved by employing several transmit antennas or/and by
combining several multipath components. Furthermore, both the
transmit diversity and the frequency-selective diversity appear to
have the same order of importance.
I. INTRODUCTION
The capacity and the achievable data rate of wireless commu-
nication systems is limited by the time-varying characteristics
of the channels. An efﬁcient technique of combating the time-
varying effects of wireless channels is employing diversity. In
recent years, space-time coding has received much attention
as an effective transmit diversity technique used for combating
fading in wireless communications [1], [2]. Space-time block
coding [2] assisted transmit diversity has now been adapted as
an optional diversity mode in the third-generation (3G) wire-
less systems known as IMT2000 using wideband code-division
multiple-access (W-CDMA) [3], [4]. Inspired by space-time
codes, in [5] an attractive transmit diversity scheme based on
space-time spreading (STS) has been proposed for employ-
ment in CDMA systems. More speciﬁcally, a STS scheme de-
signed for supporting two transmission antennas and one re-
ceiver antenna has been included in the cdma2000 W-CDMA
standard [4]. In [5] the performance of CDMA systems using
STS has been investigated, when the channel is modeled ei-
ther as a ﬂat or as a frequency-selective Rayleigh fading chan-
nel in the absence of multiuser interference. It was argued that
the proposed STS scheme is capable of attaining the maximal
achievable transmit diversity gain without using extra spreading
codes and without an increased transmit power. Furthermore,
the results recorded for transmission over frequency-selective
Rayleigh fading channels (Fig.4 of [5]) show that when there
is a sufﬁciently high number of resolvable paths, a CDMA sys-
tem using a single transmit antenna and a conventional RAKE
receiver is capable of achieving an adequate diversity gain.
Wideband CDMA channels are typically frequency- selec-
tive fading channels, having a number of resolvable paths.
Therefore, in this contribution, we investigate the performance
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of W-CDMA systems using STS based transmit diversity, when
encountering multipath Nakagami-m fading channels, mul-
tiuser interference and background noise. A Bit Error Ratio
(BER) expression is derived, when Gaussian approximation [6]
of the multiuser interference and that of the multipath interfer-
ence is invoked. The analysis and the numerical results show
that both the STS and the frequency-selectivity of the chan-
nel appear to have the same order of importance, especially,
when the power decay factor of the multipath intensity proﬁle
(MIP) [7] is low.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
A. Transmitted Signal
The W-CDMA system considered in this paper consists ofU
transmitter antennas and one receiver antenna. The transmitter
schematic of the kth user and the receiver schematic of the ref-
erence user are shown in Fig.1, where real-valued data symbols
using BPSK modulation and real-valued spreading [5] were as-
sumed. As shown in Fig.1(a), at the transmitter side the binary
input data stream having a bit duration ofTb is serial-to-parallel
(S/P) converted toU parallel sub-streams. The new bit duration
of each parallel sub-stream, in other words the symbol duration
becomes Ts = UTb. After S/P conversion, the U number of
parallel bits are direct-sequence spread using the STS schemes
proposed in [5] with the aid ofU number of orthogonal spread-
ing sequences - for example Walsh codes - having a period of
UG, where G = Tb=Tc represents the number of chips per
bit and Tc is the chip-duration of the orthogonal spreading se-
quences. As seen in Fig.1(a), following STS, theU parallel sig-
nals to be mapped to theU transmission antennas are scrambled
using the kth user’s pseudo-noise (PN) sequence PNk(t), in or-
der that the transmitted signals become randomized, and to en-
sure that the orthogonal spreading sequences employed within
the STS block of Fig.1 can be reused by the other users. Fi-
nally, after the PN sequence based scrambling, the U number
of parallel signals are carrier modulated and transmitted by the
corresponding U number of antennas.
As described above, we have assumed that the number of
parallel data sub-streams, the number of orthogonal spreading
sequences used by the STS block of Fig.1 and the number of
transmission antennas is the same, namelyU. This speciﬁc STS
scheme constitutes a speciﬁc sub-class of the generic family of
STS schemes, where the number of parallel data sub-streams,
the number of orthogonal spreading sequences required by STS
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0-7803-7400-2/02/$17.00 © 2002 IEEEblock and the number of transmission antennas may take dif-
ferent values. The study conducted in [5] has shown that the
number of orthogonal spreading sequences required by STS is
usually higher, than the number of parallel sub-streams. The
STS scheme having an equal number of parallel sub-streams,
orthogonal STS-related spreading sequences as well as trans-
mission antennas constitutes an attractive scheme, since this
STS scheme is capable of providing maximal transmit diversity
without requiring extra spreading codes for STS. Note that for
the speciﬁc values of U = 2;4 the above mentioned attractive
STS schemes have been speciﬁed in [5]. In this contribution,
we only investigate these attractive STS schemes.
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Fig. 1. Transmitter and receiver block diagram of the W-CDMA system using
space-time spreading.
Based on the philosophy of STS as discussed in [5] and re-
ferring to Fig.1(a), the transmitted signal of thekth user can be
expressed as
sk(t) =
r
2P
U2c(t)BU(t)  PNk(t)cos(2fct); (1)
where P represents each user’s transmitted power, which is
constant for all users, sk(t) = [sk1(t) sk2(t) ::: skU(t)] rep-
resents the transmitted signal vector of the U transmission
antennas, while PNk(t) and fc represent the DS scrambling
based spreading waveform and the subcarrier frequency, re-
spectively. The scrambling sequence waveform is given by
PNk(t) =
P1
j= 1 pkjPTc(t jTc), where pkj assumes values
of +1 or -1 with equal probability, whilePTc(t) is the rectangu-
lar chip waveform, which is deﬁned over the interval [0;Tc).
In (1) the vector c(t) = [c1(t) c2(t) ::: cU(t)] is constituted
by the U number of orthogonal signals assigned for the STS,
ci(t) =
P1
j= 1 cijPTc(t   jTc); i = 1;2;:::;U denotes the
individual components of the STS-based orthogonal spread sig-
nals, where fcijg is an orthogonal sequence of period UG for
each index i; BU(t) represents the U  U dimensional trans-
mitted data matrix created by mappingU input data bits to the
U parallel sub-streams according to speciﬁc design rules [5],
so that the maximum possible transmit diversity is achieved,
while using relatively low-complexity signal detection algo-
rithms. Speciﬁcally, BU(t) can be expressed as
BU(t) =
0
B B
@
a11bk;11 a12bk;12 ::: a1Ubk;1U
a21bk;21 a22bk;22 ::: a2Ubk;2U
. . .
. . .
...
. . .
aU1bk;U1 aU2bk;U2 ::: aUUbk;UU
1
C C
A(t); (2)
where the time dependence of the (i;j)th element is indicated
at the right of the matrix for simplicity. In (2)aij represents the
sign of the element at the ith row and the jth column, which is
determined by the STS design rule, while bk;ij is the data bit
assigned to the (i;j)th element, which is one of the U input
data bits fbk1;bk1;:::;bkUg of user k. Each input data bit of
fbk1;bk2;:::;bkUg appears only once in any a given row and
in any given column.
B. Channel Model
The U number of parallel signal components sk(t) =
[sk1(t) sk2(t) ::: skU(t)] are transmitted by the U number of
antennas over frequency-selective fading channels, where each
parallel signal component experiences independent frequency-
selective Nakagami-m fading. The complex low-pass equiva-
lent representation of the impulse response experienced by the
uth parallel signal component of userk is given by [7]
hu
k(t) =
L X
l=1
hu
kl(t   kl)exp(ju
kl); (3)
where hu
kl, kl and  u
kl represent the attenuation factor, delay
and phase-shift of the lth multipath component of the channel,
respectively, while L is the total number of resolvable multi-
path components and(t) is the Kronecker Delta-function. We
assume that the phases f u
klg in (3) are independent identically
distributed (iid) random variables uniformly distributed in the
interval [0;2), while the L multipath attenuationsfhu
klg in (3)
are independent Nakagami random variables with a Probability
Density Function (PDF) of [6]
p(hu
kl) = M(hu
kl;m
(u)
kl ;
u
kl);
M(R;m;
) =
2mmR2m 1
 (m)
m e( m=
)R
2
; (4)
where  () represents the gamma function [7], andm
(u)
kl is the
Nakagami-m fading parameter, which characterizes the sever-
ity of the fading over the l-th resolvable path between the uth
transmission antenna and user k. The parameter 
u
kl in (4) is
the second moment of hu
kl, i.e. we have 
u
kl = E[(u
kl)2]. We
assume a negative exponentially decaying multipath intensity
proﬁle (MIP) given by
u
kl = 
u
k1e (l 1);   0, where 
u
k1
is the average signal strength corresponding to the ﬁrst resolv-
able path and  is the rate of average power decay.
627We support K asynchronous CDMA users in the system
and assume perfect power control. Consequently, when theK
users’ signals obeying the form of (1) are transmitted over the
frequency-selective fading channels characterized by (3), the
received complex low-pass equivalent signal at a given mobile
station can be expressed as
R(t) =
K X
k=1
L X
l=1
r
2P
U2c(t   kl)BU(t   kl)hkl
 PNk(t   kl) + N(t); (5)
where N(t) is the complex valued low-pass-equivalent Ad-
ditive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) having a double-sided
spectral density of N0, while
hkl =
0
B
@
h1
kl exp(j 1
kl)
h2
kl exp(j 2
kl)
:::
hU
kl exp(j U
kl)
1
C
A; k = 1;2;:::;K;
l = 1;2;:::;L (6)
represents the channel’s complex impulse response in the con-
text of the kth user and the lth resolvable path, where  u
kl =
u
kl   2fckl.
C. Receiver Model
Let the ﬁrst user be the user-of-interest and consider a re-
ceiver using space-time de-spreading as well as diversity com-
bining, as shown in Fig.1(b), where the subscript of the ref-
erence user’s signal has been omitted for notational conve-
nience. The receiver of Fig.1(b) carries out the inverse pro-
cessing of Fig.1(a), in addition to multipath diversity combin-
ing. In Fig.1(b) the received signal is ﬁrst down-converted
using the carrier frequency fc, and then de-scrambled using
the DS scrambling sequence of PN(t   l) in the context of
the lth resolvable path, where we assumed that the receiver
is capable of achieving near-perfect multipath-delay estima-
tion for the reference user. The de-scrambled signal associ-
ated with the lth resolvable path is space-time de-spread us-
ing the approach of [5], in order to obtain U separate vari-
ables, fZ1l;Z2l;:::;ZUlg, corresponding totheU paralleldata
bits fb1;b2;:::;bUg, respectively. Following space-time de-
spreading, a decision variable is formed for each parallel trans-
mitted data bit of fb1;b2;:::;bUg by combining the corre-
sponding variables associated with the L number of resolvable
paths, which can be expressed as
Zu =
L X
l=1
Zul; u = 1;2;:::;U: (7)
Finally, the U number of transmitted data bits fb1;b2;:::;bUg
can be decided based on the decision variablesfZug
U
u=1 using
the conventional decision rule of a BPSK scheme.
III. DETECTION OF SPACE-TIME SPREAD W-CDMA
SIGNALS
Let dl = [d1l d2l ::: dUl]
T ; l = 1;2;:::;L - where T de-
notes vector transpose - represent the correlator’s output vari-
able vector in the context of thelth (l = 1;2;:::;L) resolvable
path, where
dul =
Z UTb+l
l
R(t)cu(t   l)PN(t   l)dt: (8)
When substituting (5) into (8), it can be shown that
dul =
p
2PTb

au1bu1h1
l exp
 
j 1
l

+ au2bu2h2
l exp
 
j 2
l

+ ::: + auUbuUhU
l exp
 
j U
l

+ Ju(l) (9)
for u = 1;2;:::;U, where
Ju(l) = JSu(l) + JMu(l) + Nu(l); u = 1;2;:::;U (10)
and JSu(l) is due to the multipath-induced self-interference of
the signal-of-interest inﬂicted upon the lth path signal, where
JSu(l) can be expressed as
JSu(l) =
L X
j=1;j6=l
r
2P
U2
Z UTb+l
l
c(t   j)BU(t   j)hj
PN(t   j)cu(t   l)PN(t   l)dt; (11)
while JMu(l) represents the multiuser interference due to the
signals transmitted simultaneously by the other users, which
can be expressed as
JMu(l) =
K X
k=2
L X
j=1
r
2P
U2
Z UTb+l
l
c(t   kj)BU(t   kj)
hkjPNk(t   kj)cu(t   l)PN(t   l)dt: (12)
Finally Nu(l) is due to the AWGN, which can be written as
Nu(l) =
Z UTb+l
l
N(t)cu(t   l)PN(t   l)dt; (13)
which is a Gaussian distributed variable having zero mean and
a variance of 2UN0Tb.
Let J(l) = [J1(l) J2(l) ::: JU(l)]
T. Then, the correlator’s
output variable vectordl can be expressed as
dl =
p
2PTbBUhl + J(l); l = 1;2;:::;L; (14)
where BU is the reference user’s U  U-dimensional transmit-
ted data matrix, which is given by (2), but ignoring the time de-
pendence, while hl is the channel’s complex impulse response
between the base station and the reference user, as shown in (6)
in the context of the reference user.
Attractive STS schemes have the property [5] of BUhl =
HUb, i.e., Equation (14) can be written as
dl =
p
2PTbHUb + J(l); (15)
where b = [b1 b2 ::: bU]
T represents the U number of trans-
mitted data bits, while HU is a U U-dimensional matrix with
elements from hl. Each element of hl appears once and only
628once in a given row and also in a given column of the matrix
HU [5]. The matrix HU can be expressed as
HU(l) =
0
B B
@
11(l) 12(l) ::: 1U(l)
21(l) 22(l) ::: 2U(l)
. . .
. . .
...
. . .
U1(l) U2(l) ::: UU(l)
1
C C
A; (16)
where ij(l) takes the form of dijhm
l exp(j m
l ), and dij 2
f+1; 1g represents the sign of the (i;j)th element of HU,
while hm
l exp(j m
l ) belongs to the mth element of hl.
With the aid of the analysis in [5], it can be shown that
the matrix HU(l) has the property of Re
n
H
y
U(l)HU(l)
o
=
h
y
lhl  I, where y denotes complex conjugate transpose and I
represents a U  U-dimensional unity matrix. Letting hu(l)
denote the uth column of HU(l), the variable Zul in (7) can be
expressed as [5]
Zul = Re

hy
u(l)dl
	
=
p
2PTbbu
U X
u=1
jhu
l j2
+Re

hy
u(l)J(l)
	
; u = 1;2;:::;U: (17)
Finally, according to (7) the decision variables associated with
the U parallel transmitted data bits fb1;b2;:::;bUg of the ref-
erence user can be expressed as
Zu =
p
2PTbbu
L X
l=1
U X
u=1
jhu
l j2 +
L X
l=1
Re

hy
u(l)J(l)
	
; (18)
which shows that the receiver is capable of achieving a diversity
order of UL, as indicated by the related sums of the ﬁrst term.
With the aid of the Gaussian approximation and after some
arduous analysis, it can be shown that the average BER of the
STS-assisted W-CDMA system using U transmission antennas
can be expressed as
Pb(E) =
1

Z =2
0
L Y
l=1
U Y
u=1
 
m
(u)
l sin
2 
lu + m
(u)
l sin
2 
!m
(u)
l
d; (19)
where
lu =
1
U
"
(2K + 1)q(L;)   3
3G
+


1Eb
N0
 1# 1
e (l 1): (20)
Again, (19) shows that the diversity order achieved isLU.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In Figs. 2 - 5 we compare the BER performance of the STS-
assisted W-CDMA system transmitting over ﬂat-fading chan-
nels and that of the conventional RAKE receiver using only
one transmission antenna, but communicating over frequency-
selective fading channels. The results in these ﬁgures were all
Fig. 2. BER versus the SNR per bit, Eb=N0, performance comparison be-
tween the space-time spreading based transmit diversity scheme and the con-
ventional RAKE receiver arrangement using only one transmission antenna
when communicating over ﬂat-fading (for space-time spreading) and multipath
( for RAKE) Rayleigh fading (ml = mc = 1) channels by assuming that the
average power decay rate was  = 0.
Fig. 3. BER versus the SNR per bit, Eb=N0, performance comparison be-
tween the space-time spreading based transmit diversity scheme and the con-
ventional RAKE receiver arrangement using only one transmission antenna
when communicating over ﬂat-fading (for space-time spreading) and multipath
(for RAKE) Nakagami-m fading channels by assuming that the average power
decay rate was  = 0:2, where m1 = 2 indicates that the ﬁrst resolvable path
constitutes a moderately fading path, while the other resolvable paths experi-
ence more severe Rayleigh fading (mc = 1).
629evaluated from(19)byassumingappropriateparameters, which
are explicitly shown in the corresponding ﬁgures. In Figs. 2
and 3 the BER was drawn against the SNR/bit, namelyEb=N0,
whileinFigs. 4and5theBERwasdrawnagainstthenumberof
users, K, supported by the system. From the results we observe
that for transmission over Rayleigh fading channels (ml = 1),
as characterized by Figs. 2 and 4, both the STS based transmit
diversity scheme transmitting over the frequency non-selective
Rayleigh fading channel and the conventional RAKE receiver
scheme communicating over frequency-selective Rayleigh fad-
ing channels having the same number of resolvable paths as the
number of transmission antennas in the STS-assisted scheme
achieved a similar BER performance, with the STS scheme
slightly outperforming the conventional RAKE scheme. For
transmission over general Nakagami-m fading channels, if the
ﬁrst resolvable path is less severely faded, than the other re-
solvable paths, such as in Figs. 3 and 5 where m1 = 2 and
m2 = m3 = ::: = mc = 1, the STS based transmit diver-
sity scheme communicating over the frequency non-selective
Rayleigh fading channel may signiﬁcantly outperform the cor-
responding conventional RAKE receiver assisted scheme com-
municating over frequency-selective Rayleigh fading channels.
This is because the STS based transmit diversity scheme com-
municated over a single non-dispersive path, which beneﬁtted
from having a path experiencing moderate fading. However,
if the number of resolvable paths is sufﬁciently high, the con-
ventional RAKE receiver scheme is also capable of achieving a
satisfactory BER performance.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this contribution we have investigated the performance of
STS-assisted W-CDMA systems, when multipath Nakagami-
m fading, multiuser interference and background noise induced
impairments are considered. Our analysis and numerical results
demonstrated that signiﬁcant diversity gain can be achieved by
using several transmit antennas or/and by combining several
multipathcomponents. Furthermore, boththetransmitdiversity
andthefrequency-selectivediversityhaveasimilarinﬂuenceon
the BER performance of the W-CDMA systems considered.
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